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Reliability of memory in research

Research participants are generally trusted to give true accounts of their experiences. In some cases data can be verified against other records or accounts, but often qualitative researchers have to accept the offered responses to be true, without corroboration. Reflecting on this artwork highlighted the fallibility of memory. Research participants believe they provide an honest and truthful account, but it may not be a fully accurate description of the situation.

In an interview, Shrigley speculated that some inaccuracies in the replica lamp post may be confusion caused by Biddell having seen other similar lamp posts, specifically near his Brighton studio, between viewing and remembering (Creative Foundation, 2017). Participant accounts in qualitative research interviews may be influenced by experiences since the incident or period of interest. Although, there is some evidence that recall of descriptive elements may be weaker and remembering of feelings and emotions is usually much stronger, particularly when associated with important aspects of people’s lives and their own lived experience (Kensinger, 2009). When conducting research into past events we cannot necessarily establish an unchallengeable truth, rather we seek a plausible, coherent, and convincing account which provides insight into our participants experiences.

Shrigley facilitated recall through using questioning and modelling, for example using sticks to enquire how tall the lamp post is. Similarly in research interviews we question and reflect back to participants in order to co-construct a reconstruction of the events of interest (Gemignani, 2014).